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CLAAS offers you a tailor-made range of batteries covering 
almost every field of application. Developed specially for our 
CLAAS machines, CLAAS ORIGINAL batteries are fitted ex 
factory and are also available as replacement parts.

This brochure tells you everything you need to know about the 
technology and design of CLAAS ORIGINAL batteries as well 
as the optimal arrangements for their storage and disposal; it 
also features informative comparisons with non-genuine bat-
teries.

CLAAS batteries

Discover the full range of  
CLAAS batteries here.
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Why CLAAS ORIGINAL batteries?

There are a several reasons why it makes sense to always rely on CLAAS ORIGINAL batteries.  
The key points to consider are:

Advantages of CLAAS ORIGINAL battery Disadvantages of standard battery
Perfect fit for the respective CLAAS machine Installation problems
Meets the necessary CLAAS specifications Use of non-approved batteries means risking the operational 

reliability and warranty cover of your machine
High resistance to vibration Strong vibrations can result in damage

Perfect cold-start performance while retaining high battery 
capacity and start cycle numbers

Difficulty starting the machine and rapid wear of the battery; 
possibility of downtime during harvesting

Optimal energy storage Machine potentially unavailable due to discharged battery
Consistently stable performance Poor electrical supply to components within the machine's 

power circuit
Longer service life at higher temperatures Early failure possible as result of higher water consumption
Optimised electronics mean low risk of overloading Reduced performance of electronic components  

(e.g. air conditioning and heating)
Optimised charging acceptance at all temperatures Machine potentially unavailable due to deficient charging
Reduced maintenance Episodes of downtime possible as result of requirement for 

maintenance
High-quality manufacturing prevents acid damage Acid leakage is a hazard with regard to safety and the 

environment

The demands made on the starter battery have changed dras-
tically: as recently as 10 years ago, the main task of the bat-
tery was starting the engine; today, in the agricultural machin-
ery sector, as elsewhere, CO2limits have to be observed and 
additional electronic consumers have to be supplied. This 
means that important performance characteristics, such as 
cycle stability (a greater number of charge-discharge cycles),
optimal current consumption, reliable power delivery and high 
resistance to vibration must be included in the specifications 
of today's batteries. 

CLAAS ORIGINAL batteries are able to meet the requirements 
of every CLAAS machine because their development process 
takes account of the specific energy requirement, the electri-
cal balance, the mechanical load and the particular character-
istics of the usage profile. 

The basis for battery development is the CLAAS specification 
which contains the precise performance parameters which are 
necessary for the relevant CLAAS machine.
 
The battery undergoes extensive testing, such as cold-starting 
tests in a environmental chamber at -18°C as well as field 
tests. The entire approval process takes some two years. Pro-
fessional cooperation between the battery manufacturer and 
CLAAS Engineering is the key to successful battery develop-
ment and approval.

It goes without saying that our CLAAS ORIGINAL  
batteries come with a CLAAS new parts warranty.
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Selected materials, reliable technologies and automated man-
ufacturing processes are what set the CLAAS ORIGINAL bat-
tery apart. See below to learn about the structure of the 
CLAAS ORIGINAL batteries and discover how the individual 
components work together optimally to deliver outstanding 
performance:

 − Use of extra active electrode material (1, 2, 4) for additional 
energy reserves

 − Microporous envelope-type separators (3) prevent electrical 
short circuits and provide reliable separation of the positive 
and negative plates

 − The use of a large number of plates (6) and a special grid 
design (1) delivers high cold-cranking current and enables 
faster recharging

 − The compressed installation of the plate blocks (6) and the 
use of special alloys make for a high level of cycle stability

 − Robust intercell connectors (7) are 12% thicker than stand-
ard connectors

 − Patented mounting system (plastic inserts) for the plate 
blocks (8, 9) provides a high degree of resistance to vibra-
tion as well as stability when the machine is operated in 
challenging conditions

 − The advanced and practical design of the cover and the 
use of special sealing plugs (10) prevent acid leakage and 
make for safer, more reliable operation

CLAAS ORIGINAL batteries:  
technical terms and characteristics

1. Positive grid, punched
2. Positive plate/electrode
3. PE envelope-type separator
4. Negative plate/electrode
5. Robust intercell connectors
6. Plate set
7. Robust intercell connectors
8. Hot-melt adhesive (securing top and base)
9. Plastic insert to secure internal structure
10. M27 screw plugs with PTFE membranes
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This illustration shows the high-quality structure  
of a CLAAS ORIGINAL battery.

The following pages show what can happen if  
particular components are poorly manufactured or if 
inadequate materials are used.
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CLAAS ORIGINAL batteries  
compared with non-genuine batteries 

It is easy to find apparently suitable, powerful batteries offered 
at attractive prices on the internet. However, it is only the real-
ity of everyday use that clearly shows the difference between 
a CLAAS ORIGINAL battery and a non-genuine product. Here 
are five examples of an apparently suitable and functioning 
battery. 

Battery plugs

CLAAS ORIGINAL Non-genuine

CLAAS ORIGINAL battery
Reliable mounting system with practical cover design featuring 
special plugs 
Result: Avoidance of acid leakage
Consequence: Very safe and reliable operation

Non-genuine battery
Use of basic plugs and an unreliable plug system
Result: Risk of acid leakage  
Consequence: Corrosion in battery compartment (cables, 
vehicle components)
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CLAAS ORIGINAL Nachbau

CLAAS ORIGINAL battery
Use of microporous envelope-type separators 
Result: Prevention of electrical short circuits and provision of 
reliable separation of positive and negative plates 
Consequence: No risk of failure through short circuits

CLAAS ORIGINAL battery
Special grid design
Result: High resistance to corrosion
Consequence: Extended battery service life

Non-genuine battery
Use of thin-gauge grids 
Result: Very poor corrosion resistance
Consequence: Power loss when starting, leading to early 
battery failure

Non-genuine battery
Use of single separators which are too thin
Result: Short circuit between the plates of a block 
Consequence: Machine unavailable for work

Characteristics of separators

Grid strength
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Einsparen von Materialien (Blei)

CLAAS ORIGINAL battery
Equipped with patented mounting system for the plate blocks
Result: High stability and high resistance to vibration
Consequence: No earth loss, intact plates, extended battery 
service life

Non-genuine battery
Use of much too little special adhesive and insufficient  
mounting components
Result: Loss of active plate material through action of  
vibration 
Consequence: Battery failure causing machine to be  
unavailable for work

CLAAS ORIGINAL battery
Equipped with robust intercell connectors with mounting sys-
tem 
Result: High reliability as a commercial vehicle battery
Consequence: No connector breakage under high loads

Non-genuine battery
Use of obviously insufficient amount of lead causes 
defective inter-cell connections
Result: Breakage of connectors, short circuit: the battery 
bursts or explodes
Consequence: Machine downtime because of battery failure

Resistance to vibration

CLAAS ORIGINAL Non-genuine
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Batteries are a fresh product. The chemical processes within a 
battery cause it to undergo a certain degree of self-discharge 
which needs to be taken into account with regard to storage.
By observing the following recommendations, you will 
increase customer satisfaction by always providing a fresh 
CLAAS battery.

Store batteries in dry and cool conditions – free of frost
not outdoors, avoid direct sunlight
 
Use the FiFo principle
(batteries which are stocked first are to be sold first; place 
fresh batteries at the back) see freshness sticker

Check open-circuit voltage after 4 months of storage 
(with voltmeter or battery tester set to "out of machine" mode)

Correct storage with the freshness sticker

The open-circuit voltage must not drop below 12.3 V,
otherwise the battery begins to sustain damage (sulphation) 
as the plates acquire a hard coating which effectively makes it 
impossible for it to receive and hold a charge.
 
Recharge battery on a timely basis  
(for at least 12 hours without interruption)
following this, the battery can be stored for another 4 – 6 
months with no problem.
 
After charging, allow battery to cool for at least 8 hours 
and then check the open-circuit voltage again – at least 
12.7 V (if necessary, repeat charging process)
 
Battery must have an open-charge voltage of at least 
12.6 V when it is sold to your customer

Batteries to be sold within 12 months (!) of joining your 
stock
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❶ ❷

The freshness sticker provides a quick and easily visible indi-
cation of the date the battery was shipped from the manufac-
turer. It is ideal for simplifying stock management as batteries 
are "fresh products" for which FiFo storekeeping is essential. 
In this way, you can be certain that the batteries always have 
the correct charge status and are not ageing in the racks. 

The freshness sticker for  
CLAAS ORIGINAL batteries

The freshness sticker consists of 
two characters

❶ Number: year – last digit of the year
e.g. 0 for 2020, 1 for 2021

❷ Letter: bimester
A – Jan / Feb  B – Mar / Apr
C – May / Jun  D – Jul / Aug
E – Sep / Oct  F – Nov / Dec

FiFo storekeeping
Place new batteries at the back of the rack so that the old stock (accessed 
from the front) is used/sold first. Use the freshness sticker to establish the 
age of the battery quickly

January
February

March
April

May
June

July
August

September
October

November
December

2020

2021

2022
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The following points will help you care for  
batteries and maintain their performance.

 − Efficient recharging (> 24 hours without interruption) before 
the winter season

 − Test and recharge batteries which have been in stock for 
more than 4 months

 − Never recharge batteries in parallel
 − Multiple batteries with the same specification (Ah/A) and the 
same charge level to be recharged in series

 − Use microprocessor-controlled chargers for efficient 
recharging

 − The charge current should be at least 10% of the battery's 
rated capacity, e.g. 100 Ah battery = 10 A charge current

Maintenance and care

Recommended battery service measures / 
workshop

 − Always check the battery in the course of the usual CLAAS 
machine inspections and make it a general rule to do so 
during any workshop visit

 − Cleaning the surface of the battery -> Avoidance of leakage 
current and risk of short circuits

 − Cleaning the terminals -> Avoidance of oxidation/ corrosion, 
maintenance of good contact surfaces

 − Greasing the terminals -> Protection against environmental 
influences

 − Checking terminal clamps for risk of short circuit -> Avoid-
ance of arcing, avoidance of danger of short circuit

 − Recharging battery with external charger 
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For batteries with accessible plugs:
 − Check acid level – correct level is approx. 15 mm above top 
edge of plates 

 − If acid level is low, top up carefully with distilled water until it 
is no more than 15 mm above the top edge of the plates – 
do not overfill!

 − NEVER top up with acid!

Recommended battery maintenance meas-
ures for end customer

 − Clean the surface of the battery 
 − Clean terminals and apply battery terminal grease
 − Recharge battery with an electronically controlled charger 
for at least 24 hours 

 − After charging, allow battery to rest for one day
 − Measure open-circuit voltage; this should be at least 12.7 V
 − For tractors, schedule external recharging at least 1x per 
year - make a workshop appointment if necessary

 − For combine harvesters, perform an external recharge when 
the season is over and another before the next season 

 − After charging, carefully tighten the terminal clamps (using 
the specified torque)

 − If the machine is to be out of use for an extended period, 
disconnect the clamp from the negative terminal of the 
battery   

For batteries with accessible plugs:
 − Check acid level – correct level is approx. 15 mm above top 
edge of plates 

 − If acid level is low, top up carefully with distilled water until it 
is no more than 15 mm above the top edge of the plates – 
do not overfill!

 − NEVER top up with acid! 
The safety instructions (sticker on battery) must always 
be observed when working on batteries:

 − No smoking, no naked flames
 − Do not place any objects, tools etc. on the terminals
 − Wear eye protection and protective clothing
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Consequences of improper maintenance and care:
Having been exposed to various temperatures in the course  
of the year, the terminal clamps have started to oxidise and 
corrode. 
The machine was left outside and the battery terminals as well 
as the surface of the battery were not cleaned correctly or 
treated with terminal grease. 

Improper maintenance and care can have negative consequences.  
The following three pictures show examples of potential consequences.

Therefore, if the machine is to be out of use for an extended 
period, you should ensure that the negative terminal is discon-
nected, the terminal and clamps cleaned and treated. 
In this way, you will be able to avoid corrosion and oxidation 
caused by environmental influences.

Insufficient care and maintenance, e.g. failure to apply grease, 
has led to corrosion of the mounting bracket. 
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CLAAS ORIGINAL batteries use lead-acid technology and are 
100% recyclable. The recycling process laid down in law 
requires all their constituents to be processed in such a way 
that they are reusable. 

All vendors of batteries must ensure and provide evidence that 
the used batteries are returned to the authorised recycling cir-
cuit. 

Evidence of disposal in this way must be provided if requested 
by the German Environment Agency or the trade inspectorate. 

Environment and recycling

Eventually, every battery comes to the end of its life and must 
then be disposed of in the correct manner. For this purpose, 
we and our partner make suitable storage boxes available to 
enable the environmentally compatible disposal of used bat-
teries. Just bring your flat battery to your CLAAS distributor 
who will be pleased to take care of the rest of the process for 
you.
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Range of batteries may vary by country

Forming an important part of our battery range and setting the 
standard for the quality of the entire CLAAS battery line-up, 
CLAAS ORIGINAL batteries have been developed, tested and 
approved for the dimensions and electrical characteristics of 
CLAAS machines.

The table below provides an overview of the current 
CLAAS ORIGINAL battery range: 

Part no. Voltage Capacity Cold  
cranking  
amps / EN

Bat. conf. Bottom 
rail

Dimensions (mm)  
L x W x H

Application examples

00 0216 508 1 12 V 100 850 0 B13 353 × 175 × 190 XERION, JAGUAR STAGE IIIA,  
SCORPION 6030P, TORION,  
CROP TIGER

00 1162 101 0 12 V 100 1000 0 B13 353 × 175 × 190 ATOS STAGE III

00 0017 259 2 12 V 75 760 0 B13 278 × 175 × 190 XERION (783), TUCANO STAGE 4i, 
LEXION STAGE 4i, JAGUAR STAGE 
IV

00 1152 963 1 12 V 88 900 0 B13 315 × 175 × 190 ATOS STAGE 4, ELIOS/NEXOS 
STAGE IIIA

00 1141 790 1 12 V 105 850 0 B3 315 × 175 × 205 TARGO C50-40, NECTIS, DIONIS,  
FRUCTUS, PALES

77 0006 970 1 12 V 110 750 0 B0 349 × 175 × 235 AXOS

00 0214 488 0 12 V 174 1250 3 B3 513 × 223 × 223 SCORPION Types 635 / 732 / 736 / 
741 / 1033 / 746 / 756

00 0214 486 0 12 V 152 1130 3 B0 513 x 189 x 223 TORION 55/56/57

00 0016 598 0 12 V 110 760 3 B3 513 × 175 × 223 XERION (033, E52), selected
DOMINATOR, selected MEGA,
AVERO, selected JAGUAR, COUGAR

CLAAS ORIGINAL batteries:  
product range
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Part no. Voltage Capacity Cold  
cranking  
amps / EN

Bat. conf. Bottom 
rail

Dimensions (mm)  
L x W x H

Application examples

00 0214 487 0 12 V 135 1000 3 B3 514 × 175 × 210 selected SCORPION,
TORION ser. no. K55 / K56 & K57

00 0016 599 0 12 V 143 950 3 B3 510 × 218 × 225 LEXION 466, 468, 542, 543,
TUCANO 480 – 470 with CAT C9 
engine,
MEGA 370, 360, 350, 218,
selected DOMINATOR

77 0007 509 4 12 V 180 1000 3 B0 513 × 223 × 223 AXION A30 – 31 – 09 / B02, ATLES,
ARION, selected ARES

00 2156 882 1 12 V 235 1450 3 B0 518 × 273 × 242 AXION A23 / B06 / A44



CLAAS Service and Parts GmbH
Postfach 1163
33416 Harsewinkel
Deutschland
Tel. +49 5247 12-0
claas.com

Whatever it takes. CLAAS Service & Parts.


